SECTION 1: DEFINITIONS

1.1 Runtime License. A Runtime License gives the right to deploy, and run the Boston Software Workstation (“BS Software”) scripts in the licensed environment, but not to modify the scripts or to develop new scripts.

1.2 Development License. A Development License gives the named developer the right to modify and develop Software scripts for use with the licensed Allscripts Healthcare, LLC application, but not to deploy the scripts.

SECTION 2: LICENSE GRANT

Unless specifically indicated otherwise in the Customer’s agreement with Allscripts Healthcare, LLC, the BS Software license will be a Runtime License to use the BS Software scripts with the Allscripts Healthcare, LLC Software, as delivered with the licensed Allscripts Healthcare, LLC application. Modifications to the Software scripts must be made through a Development License licensed separately by the end-user, or through a services engagement.

SECTION 3: DEVELOPMENT LICENSE GRANT

If Customer licenses a Development License, the end-user has the right to develop and modify BS Software scripts for use with the licensed Allscripts Healthcare, LLC Software. Development Licenses are licensed per named developer.